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Abstract
Multi camera vision system has been adopted as a versatile

tool for monitoring continuously dynamics environment. Along of
time several authors have worked with approaches such that of-
fers high level interpretations over those environments. However,
each one of these approaches are founded in specific theoretical
sustenance. These diversities may generate heterogeneity of re-
sults; which it makes them incomparable. In order to propose a
useful way to use the knowledge, it is necessary to develop ap-
proaches to unify and query these data. This work proposes an
approach to unify heterogeneous data, establishing several met-
rics criteria for visually query criterion aided by augmented real-
ity.

The proposal describes three principal stages, a) Catch the
dynamic of movement by several approaches; b) A Similarity
criterion to query by example spatio-temporal information
reference and c) An Overlapping criterion of data repository
aided by Augmented Reality.

The experimental model presents a new way to query in-
formation in heterogeneous data bases obtained by different
approaches, finding similar trajectories using visual query-by-
example approach and displaying the results aided by Augmented
Reality infrastructure.

1.- Introduction
One area that has had more impact in recent years in the

Artificial Vision and Digital Image Processing is in Monitoring
and Multi-camera surveillance system. Actually, the Monitoring
and Multi-camera surveillance system has a very important role
due to among other things help to get dynamic motion of interest
objects in an efficient way.

The dynamics of movement generate by the objects of
interest along time is constituted by different models Mi of
different nature. Thus, for a Multi-camera system with a global
flow reference ti, the dynamics is defined as a 2 tuple as follows
(ti,Φi); where Φ ∈ P(M),M = {M1,M2, ...,Mk} and P(M) is
the power set of M; in other words, it is the sequence of events
explained by a set of models for each instant ti.

For each Mi ∈ M, it has Mi = {ΨI , Ii,Oi}, such that Ψ it
is a Turing Machine that it decides over the input Ii, getting as
result the output Oi. Note that the nature of Ψi was defined by
the nature of the program encoded on it. Further, for each one

time sample {ti,Φ}, the output set of information is defined as
Θi = O j

i | (Ψ
j
i , I

j
i ,O

j
i )∈Φ, which it is consequence of the amount

of process that explain the sample ti.

An order relation R is defined over Θi. This order relation
defines superposition criteria for a particular time ti and establish
an hierarchical structure over Φ.

Next, a temporal segment of information is defined as:
S = (Θ1,Θ2, ...,Θk); such that it represents a time-sequences of
Θi, with a given length of k. After, for a given temporal segments
S1,S2 with a length of k1 and k2 respectively. A similarity
criterion d(S1,S2) is defined. This criterion is used as a way
make queries spatially and temporally [4] [10].

Finally, the results are presented in augmented reality
device, superimposing and mixing the total of information of the
scenario.

An experimental model is defined for testing our proposal;
such that M is built with follows basic models:

• 1. An hierarchical model based on rules, which it makes
an approach to express the movement as a set of symbols,
and a formal grammar to recognize which sequences are al-
lowed; thus allowed trajectories are recognized by the gram-
mar G = {∑,S0,V,R} [1].

• 2. Temporal differences; which it denotes the dynamic as
the most likely zones with stimuli of movement. This model
uses the differences over time to denote motion zones and
the stimuli is denoted as a decay function [2].

Above models, provided temporal information of the dynam-
ics of an environment over a set of fixed cameras. Finally, this
proposal provide an adaptable framework for storing and manag-
ing the information, which they will be displayed in augmented
reality devices.

2.- Topological Spaces
In order to define a similarity criterion between temporal

data templates S1 and S2 obtained from P(M); topological spaces
are taken into account. In this manner, d(S1,S2) is particularly
defined as a distance on the topological space of Hausdorff as the
similarity criterion.
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Topological spaces are no more that a set whit subsets (called
open sets) which satisfy three properties:

Let X be set and U a collection of subsets of X , then:

• (i) /0 ∈U , X ∈U .
• (ii) the intersection of two elements U is in U
• (iii) The union of every set of elements of U is in U .

If a topological space is metrizable then for each pair of dif-
ferent points x,y ∈ X there exist open sets Ux y Uy, which contain
x and y respectively, such that Ux ∩Uy = /0. The proof is straight-
forward: since x 6= y, d(x,y) = 2ε for some ε , where d is a metric
of X , which give us the structure of topological space in X . Sets
Bε (x) = z ∈ X ;d(x,z)< ε and Bε (y) then meet the required con-
ditions.

2.1 Definition
A topological space is considered as Hausdorff if for each

pair of different points x,y ∈ X there exist open sets Ux y Uy,
which contain x and y respectively, such that Ux∩Uy = /0.

In this manner every metrizable space is considered as
Hausdorff, particularly Rn with usual topology and any space
with the discrete topology are Hausdorff [3].

From now on the topological space of Hausdorff will be re-
ferred as Hausdorff distance, since it is used to find similarities
between trajectories in P(M). Performing the comparison of tra-
jectories S1,S2, ...,Sn in temporal queries of M.

2.2 Hausdorff Distance
In Artificial vision and pattern recognition remains the need

to define a measure to estimate the degree of similitude between
different approaches that determine behavior in a scenario of one
or more targets. This need is even greater considering the diversity
of approaches that are generating heterogeneity of information on
the results.

In the actual work, the diversity of heterogeneous informa-
tion represents i.e. a trajectory performed by one target obtained
by different approaches. In order to find the similitude between
every one of them there must be features that represent it.

Thus, trajectories S1,S2, ...,Sn ∈ P(M) can be represented
as unidimensional vectors of the image coordinates values (x,y),
which are named features. A comparison to extract similitudes of
features is precisely the Hausdorff distance.

Hausdorff distance of two sets A and B is calculated by:

h(A,B) = maxb∈B(mina∈Ad(A,B)) (1)

d(A,B) =
√
(a1−b1)2 +(a2−b2)2 + ...+(an−bn)2 (2)

where A and B are vectors that contain {a1,a2, ...,an} and
{b1,b2, ...,bn} respectively, d(A,B) is a distance (usually the Eu-
clidean) expressed in 2, expressions max(x) and min(x) are func-
tions which calculate the maximal and minimal values corre-
spondingly.

Equation 1 is used as follows. Suppose an A vector
with length of k and a B vector of length m, such that A =

{a1,a2, ...,ak} and B = {b1,b2, ...,bm}. Then the first element
of A;a1 is taken to calculate the euclidean distance of it and every
element of B. This way, there are m distances between a1 and the
elements of B. From this set of distances the minimum is selected.
The same process is performed for every element of A, to finally
obtain k distances and choose the maximum one; which will be
denoted as the Hausdorff distance [5]

For its implementation on images, the basic idea is the com-
parison of n vectors which have elements derived of the coordi-
nates (x,y) that represent trajectories S1,S2, ...,Sn from different
frames, such that:

S1⇒ v1 = [a1,b1;a2,b2; ...;ak,bk];

S2⇒ v2 = [c1,d1;c2,d2; ...;cm,dm];

...

Sn⇒ vn = [e1, f1;e2, f2; ...;ep, fp];

Notice that every vector vary on its length, due to the repre-
sentation of different M ∈ P(M). So the comparison is only valid
because of Hausdorff nature. Given a trajectory S1 as reference
and once similar trajectories are found, with the aid of augmented
reality the results will be displayed.

3.- Augmented Reality
Over the years, human being have been devising new ways

to help describe a more intuitive and efficient way what happens
in the world, everyday new technologies are created or that
already have to be improved, that is the case of Augmented
Reality. The Augmented Reality is a technology that in recent
years has found great applications and use that goes growing up,
however, the first Augmented Reality prototypes was created
by computer graphics pioneer Ivan Sutherland and his students
at Harvard University and University of Utha, appeared in the
1960s an used a see-through to present 3D graphics [6].

But it is up to the 90s when just beginning to return, this was
due to a technology that requires considerable resources, such is
the case of visualizer device, PC, besides the virtual model that
would present in the real world. But, What is Augmented Real-
ity?, it can be defined as technology that improve the visual per-
ception of user through the overlapping of virtual objects, com-
puter generated, into the real world. In other words, Augmented
Reality allows the user see directly the real world but adding vir-
tual objects, in this way, Augmented Reality complements the re-
ality instead of replace completely. The figure 1 shows a line that
represent where is located the Augmented Reality.

Figure 1. Reality-virtuality continuum [7].

An Augmented Reality system [11] [12]:
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• Combines real and virtual objects in a real environment.
• Registers (aligns) real and virtual objects with each other.
• Runs interactively, in three dimensions, and in real time.

To accomplish the above requirements a number of elements
and devices needed [9]:

• Display. Is the basic element where shows the mix of vir-
tual and real objects. Nowadays exist different elements of
display (figura 2).

Figure 2. Displayed devices of Augmented Reality

• Camera. It is the device that takes the real-world informa-
tion and transmits it to Display, One advantage is that no
currently requires a camera with specific requirements , an
example is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. FOSCAM Camera

• Software. Two kind of software are required, the fist one
is used to create the virtual objects that will be displayed to
real-world to create the Augmented Reality, and the second
one, takes the information to mix the real-world information
acquired by the camera and the created information (virtual
objects).

• Marker. Normally active brands are used, however, it can
works with passive brands. The brands are associated with
the virtual objects that will be displayed in the real-world,
helping as a positioning reference.

4.- Experimentation
To develop the experiment , a recording is performed on

a stage where it had a high turnover rate ,which is ideal to find
different paths and analyse this video with different approaches
to query from a reference.

4.1 Motion detection
For any of the two approaches a major step is distinguish the

movement regions, for this purpose temporal templates approach
is used as described in [13] and [14].

T(t)(It , It−1) = αTt−1 +(1−α)DB(It , It−1) (3)

Temporal templates represents an economic way to detect
motion and may be tolerant to certain luminance changes, besides,
the decay function improve tolerance. For each pair of consecu-
tive samples: T is the time decay function; α the decay constant
with a [0,1] domain; It is an image captured at time t and DB is
the movement segmentation at time t defined as:

DB =

{
1 if dk(It , It−1)≥ rσ

0 if dk(It , It−1)< rσ
(4)

Where rσ is a confidence interval required to distinguish
movement and is based on the probability density function (pdf)
of Tt . Assuming common camera and traffic circumstances rσ is
set up to 90% of probability, as described in [5]. At last, dk is
defined as:

dk(It , I(t−1)) = abs
[∥∥∇

kIt
∥∥−∥∥∇

kIt−1
∥∥] (5)

Where k = 1, the first order derivative difference. Further,
due to the exponential properties of (3), a λ threshold is per-
formed (T Bt = Tt > λ ). As result, T Bt is the motion segmented
for time t.

4.2 Temporary differences approach
This motion segmentation serves two purposes a sym-

bolic and a template approach. The movement of an i object
(Mi) is seen as a sequence of T B templates over time, Mi =
{T Bt ,T Bt+1, ...,T Bt+n}. So, for each Mi two paths are taken,
position vectors and symbolic ones.

The first one is based on the objects centroid from motion
templates at t time. This feature is useful to build position vec-
tors for each object in scene during experimentation, based on a
proximity hypothesis which states: the image displacement for an
object between samples is minor to a p value.

For the second one, a symbolic approach from [13] to de-
tect abnormal activities is used. In figure XX, the symbolic mo-
tion states(SyM) are shown for the scenario. From XX amount of
experimental video several trajectories are obtained as symbolic
sequences.

The approach is as follows: for each T Bt a function Ψ is
applied, which give us a transformation between the (x,y) image
coordinates movement representation and Σ∗ via SyM, where Σ is
basically the set of labels from SyM.

The coding function for that matter, is Φ : T B→ Σ∗ and is
defined as follows: Φ(T B) = {SyM(x),∀x ∈ T B|T B(x) = 1}.

Now each object template of movement can be see as a sub-
set of SyM, hence as subset of Σ∗. The main idea is to rep-
resent Mi as a sequence of symbols s where s ∈ Σ. So, an-
other function is needed, let it be Ψ : Σ∗ → Σ, and is defined as
Ψ(Φ(T B)) =mode(Φ(T B)). Thus, Mi = {st ,st+1, ...,st+n}.

Nevertheless for comparison via the Hausdorff metric a func-
tion Φ : Σ→ N2 is required. Since each motion state is a set of
elements x∈N2 with a unique correspondence to a element s∈ Σ.
The position vector for each object in motion reduces its cardi-
nality because several x positions are represented with the same
symbol while the object move along the same motion state.
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However, since each motion state is associated with only one
symbol on a bijective fashion and each ri = {x1,x2, ...,xn|x∈N2}.
Φ : N2×N2× ...×N2 → N2 instead. Ψ(ri) = max{d(SyMri)},
where d is the morphological distance transform and SyMri is the
binarized ri region of SyM as SyM(x)ri = 1,∀x ∈ ri and 0 ∀x /∈ ri.

So when applied Φ, it will return something less expressive
than the original position vector, due to the general motion pattern
detection approach for abnormal activity detection establish on
[14].

5.- Results
Similar movement dynamics, as result of different ap-

proaches, deliver distinct information creating heterogeneous
data bases. Leading to this proposal, where a new way to
compare that information is introduced. The comparison is
realized through the characteristics extraction, which represents
different trajectories obtained by different approaches. Once the
characteristics are extracted, a comparison is performed using
the hausdorff distance to find similar trajectories by a visual
query-by-example.

Based on the approaches described in the previous sections,
in order to analyse the trajectories obtained Trs1,Trs2, within
which the similar trajectories are obtained to a visual query-
by-example Trre f defined from a manually drawn trajectory.
Figure 4 represents a video frame to exemplify the scenario
under experimentation took place, the visual query-by-example
Trre f is presented in figure 5. For each used model (M ∈ P(M)),
the centroid is calculated to obtain vectors of different length
n found for each trajectory of each model. The results of the
fist approach S1 is presented in figure 6, finally the result of the
second approach S2 is presented in figure 7.

Figure 4. Experimental Scenario

Note that the trajectories obtained by the two approaches are
different because the frame rate are different for each one.

To obtain the similar trajectories firstly applies the Hausdorff
distance Hd , once the result is obtained similarity is determined
by applying a threshold U1. If Hd <U1 then Trm ∈ Sn ∼ Trre f .

If a very high threshold is defined the similar trajectories in-

creases, if a very low threshold is defined, the number of similar
trajectories decreases. The threshold determined to find the closer
trajectories is represented by U1 = 80, the figure 8 presents the
obtained result. In each obtained result the query-by-example ap-
proach is represented by the yellow color.

To complement the experimentation, it has defined a new
threshold U2, with which it seeks to demonstrate that the increase
it increases the amount of similar trajectories, figure 9, presents
the obtained result. The threshold used is defined by U2 = 100.

Finally, a third threshold is defined U3 = 120, the amount of
similar trajectories increases, the obtained results is presented in
figure10.

The same values for the threshold U1,U,2,U3 defined pre-
viously are used to get the similar trajectories for the second ap-

Figure 5. Query-by-example approach

(a) Characteristics extracted of states

(b) Total States.

Figure 6. Motion detection.
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proach S2, the obtained results are shown in figures 11, 12, 13.
Table 1 presents the used approach, the threshold defined and

amount of similar trajectories obtained.

Results

Sn Ux Trsim

S1 80 5
S1 100 8
S1 120 19
S2 80 2
S2 100 9
S2 120 14

Finally, obtained results are visualized aided by Augmented

(a) Characteristics extracted of Temporary
Differences approach.

(b) Temporary Differences approach.

Figure 7. Temporary Differences approach.

Figure 8. Similar trajectories (S1) U1 = 80.

Reality to display the similar trajectories obtained applying the
Hausdorff distance, from a reference with a threshold defined.

Figure 9. Similar trajectories (S1) U2 = 100.

Figure 10. Similar trajectories (S1) U2 = 120.

Figure 11. Similar trajectories (S2) U2 = 80.
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6.- Conclusions
By having a variety of ways to define dynamics of movement

on stage, it creates a lot of information that is heterogeneous
with each other, to make comparisons between these different
approaches it is necessary define a criterion that be useful to find
similarities and display results aided by Augmented Reality

The goal of using Augmented Reality to presents results
is to show the trajectories that are similar and extract more
information from the scene to get more complete conclusions
combining the results of different approaches used.

This work presents a new way to realize comparisons of het-
erogeneous information, proving that using the hausdorff distance
similarities can found on trajectories, extracting characteristics
points that represents each trajectory obtained by different ap-
proach, efficiently.
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